
Temple and Hentz is an interior consulting firm that provides a collection of design services, each 
with a highly custom solution tailored to your needs.  We pride ourselves on 

delivering your uniquely designed project in a completed fashion.

There a six distinct phases of our design process:
1. Initial Design Meeting
2. Letter of Engagement/Design and Development 
3. Presentation of Design
4. Delivery of Design Based Budget
5. Procurement
6. Installation/ Styling

Initial Design Meeting
We are pleased to provide a complementary consultation to access your needs and determine the size 
and scope of the project. 

Letter of Engagement
Temple and Hentz will send out a letter of engagement after our initial meeting to propose a design de-
velopment fee and the terms. 

Our design fee is calculated by job and how much time it will take to create your vision. One half of the 
fee is due upon acceptance of the Letter of Engagement, with the balance due upon completion of the 
design presentation.  We accept cash, checks, credit cards and electronic transfers, however prefer a 
check or electronic transfer for design fees.

The Design and Development Fee includes : A story board, room layouts, and a design presenta-
tion. 

a. Revisions: During the development of the project, we will make a reasonable amount of selec-
tion revisions with no additional design charge.  However, if revisions are requested after the client has 
approved said revisions, an hourly fee will be charged.

DETAILS

Estimates and Allowances
Any estimates or allowance proposals are only for the purpose of informing the client of the potential cost 
of merchandise or services. It is understood and agreed that such estimates/allowances are not binding, 
and actual costs or fees may be more or less.  This includes unforeseen issues if construction is being 
performed on an existing home or space.

Estimate of Sourcing, Labor, Project Management and Installation Hours
Man hours for our physical labor (YES, we actually do manual labor on every project) include an estimate  
of: showroom visits, sourcing furniture, procuring samples, install hours and project management hours 
will be provided with the project budget. This fee structure is based on a client who hires us to implement 
our design plan and has paid a design fee, these rates are reduced from our general hourly rate.


